
DEEPWATER HORIZON 

CLA IMS CENTER 
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APPEAL PANEL DECIS :oN FORM 

I. CLAIMANT AND CLAIM I l'fFORMATI tN 

La ;t/Name of Business First 

Claimant Name --· Claimant ID - Claim ID 

Claim Type B Jsiness Economic Loss 

Law Firm --· II. DECISION 

Middle 

-
Select the Compensation A 1ount set forth in either BP's Final Proposal or the Claimant's Final Proposal as t 1e 
final outcome on the claim and check the appropriate box to signify your d ~cision . 

Compensation Amount $43,379.04 

0 BP's Final Proposal Risk Transfer Premium .25 

Prior Payment Offset $0 

Compensation Amount $77,934.84 

[8J Claimant's =inal Prop C»sal Risk Transfer Premium .25 

Prior Payment Offset $0 

III. PRIMARY BASIS FOR PANEUST DECISION 

Please select the primary b 1sis for your decision. You may als) write a comment describing the basis for your 
decision. 

D Error in documentation review. 

D Error in cal :ulation. 

D Error in RT 1 multiplier. 

D Error in Pri tr Spill-Related Payment Amount. 

[gl No error. 

Comment (opti?nal): 

Decision Comment uploaded 

BPAPP00046



ClaimNo.- -

In appealing this BEL claim award, BP contends (1) that the Settlement Program applied 
Policy 495 improperly in dealing with P&Ls that reflected insufficiently matched revenues and 
expenses; (2) the Program eued in classifying Claimant's expense categories of "Outside 
Services" and "Contract Services" as fixed rather than variable; and (3) the Program eued in not 
determining whether Claimant is an excluded Defense Contractor/Subcontractor. 

As to #1, the Claims Administrator explained in Section B, "Application of Policy 495: 
Matching of Revenue and Expenses," of the Eligibility Notice, that it had fmmd Claimant's 
P&Ls to contain indicators of insufficiently matched revenues and expenses and had proceeded 
to evaluate the claim under the Annual Variable Margin Methodology, set fmth in Attachment B 
to Policy 495. BP assetts that the CA misapplied that methodology whereas Claimant says the 
CA applied it properly. This panelist has painstakingly analyzed all of the detailed analyses of 
data and accounting adjustments and calculations set out in the myriad tables, charts, 
reconciliations, etc., contained in the 1 -page Doc. ID- and to the best of his ability 
to track and 1mderstand the process followed by the accmmting specialists, cannot say BP has 
sustained its position on this issue. 

BP's issue #2 doesn' t require in-depth analysis because in BP's Initial Proposal it says 
that couecting the classification of the two expense items in question from fixed to variable 
would reduce Claimant' s Compensation Amount ''by $5,802" (in its Final Proposal it eschews 
any statement of monetruy e±Iect), yet BP's Final Proposal is $34A53.00 less than the Eligibility 
Notice Compensation Amount and Claimant's Final Proposal. Specifically, the CA awarded, 
and Claimant accepts as its Final Proposal, a Compensation Amount of $72,732.04, but BP' s 
Final Proposal, without explanation of how arrived at, is $43,379.04. Under the controlling 
"Baseball" method, the panelist is bound to choose Claimant's figure, even assuming the 
$5,802.00 deduction BP argues for, were to be adopted. 

Finally, as to issue #3 , both § 2.2.4.6 of the Settlement Agreement, and Exhibit 18 
thereto, at page 15, include as excluded Defense Contractors/Subcontractors those fnms as 
businesses which derive "at least 50% of then· annual revenue . . . from contracts with the United 
States Department of Defense." (Emphasis supplied.) Claimant's business is a specialized one 
whereby it provides m st protective coatings to an· conditioners ad similar metal 1mits to prevent 
conosion from the weather elements associated with the Gulf of Mexico. BP cites to Claimant' s 
website where it listed a..LU'"' .. "" 

an 
r.nt-.·<>r·~r.·· or Claimant counters with an affidavit from its 

owner/president attesting that when it is engaged by an an· conditioning setvice company to 
provide rust protection for air conditioning units for a Department of Defense facility, its 
involvement is simply to coat the units prior to n1stallation by the third patty, and it is paid by the 
third party, not the Depatiment. Moreover, the affiant fmther attests that "suc,h engagements 
represent less than 1% of [Claimant's] revenues." 

The panelist does not fmd any of BP's grounds of appeal well taken and the appeal is, 
therefore, denied. 


